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California tribe becomes the first to manage land with National Park Service



03/20/2024 - 06:00



Yurok Tribe, which had 90% of its territory taken during the gold rush, will get 125 acres returned after it was stolen in the mid-1800s
California’s Yurok Tribe, which had 90% of its territory taken from it during the gold rush of the mid-1800s, will be getting a slice of its land back to serve as a new gateway to Redwood national and state parks visited by 1 million people a year.
The Yurok will be the first Native people to manage tribal land with the National Park Service under a historic memorandum of understanding signed on Tuesday by the tribe, Redwood national and state parks and the non-profit Save the Redwoods League.
Continue reading...




Read more »






A nuclear plant’s closure was hailed as a green win. Then emissions went up



03/20/2024 - 05:00



Shuttering of New York facility raises awkward climate crisis questions as gas – not renewables – fills gap in power generation
When New York’s deteriorating and unloved Indian Point nuclear plant finally shuttered in 2021, its demise was met with delight from environmentalists who had long demanded it be scrapped.
But there has been a sting in the tail – since the closure, New York’s greenhouse gas emissions have gone up.
Continue reading...
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‘Hoovered’ up from the deep: 33,000 hours of seabed trawling revealed in protected UK waters



03/20/2024 - 02:00



Analysis shows alarming prevalence of harmful fishing methods thought to ‘destroy whole ecosystems’
Industrial vessels suspected of using a harmful fishing method known as bottom trawling spent more than 33,000 hours in British marine protected areas last year, a new analysis of satellite data shows.
Ten of these vessels, primarily from the EU, were responsible for a quarter of this activity in offshore protected areas, according to Oceana UK, a conservation group.
Continue reading...
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Campaigners warn over failure to curb Europe’s ‘runaway’ transport emissions



03/20/2024 - 00:00



Greenhouse gases from sector could make up 44% of continent’s total output by 2030, says transport group
The failure to tackle Europe’s “runaway” transport emissions could lead to the sector pumping out nearly half of the continent’s planet-heating pollution by 2030, a report has found.
Driven by polluting cars and pushed higher by the growing thirst for flights, transport emissions in Europe have grown 26% since 1990 – even as efforts to clean up other areas of the economy have led to an overall emissions fall.
Continue reading...
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Video shows koalas clinging to trees as gum trees cut down on Kangaroo Island – video



03/19/2024 - 21:24



WARNING: contains images some viewers may find distressing
Footage supplied to Guardian Australia shows koalas clinging to falling blue gums as logging occurs on Kangaroo Island in South Australia. The footage was taken across two days in November 2023 and January 2024. Logging has been stopped while an investigation takes place.
Investigation into logging on Kangaroo Island under way after release of ‘horrific images’ of dead koalas
Continue reading...
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Scotland’s pledge to cut emissions by 75% by 2030 ‘no longer credible’



03/19/2024 - 19:01



Climate Change Committee finds Scottish government has repeatedly failed to make cuts required by law
Scotland’s pledge to cut its climate emissions by 75% by 2030 is “no longer credible” and cannot be met, the UK’s climate watchdog has said.
In a damning report submitted to the Scottish parliament, the UK Climate Change Committee (CCC) accused the Scottish government of repeatedly failing to live up to its legally binding targets.
Continue reading...
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Every new school being built in England is in unsafe air pollution area, study says



03/19/2024 - 17:30



Analysis finds almost nine in 10 planned new school sites exceed three WHO targets – and all breach at least one of them
Every new school in England is being built in an area with unsafe levels of air pollution, according to a damning report that says thousands of children will experience “alarmingly poor” air quality.
Children are particularly vulnerable to the harmful effects of air pollution because their bodies, organs and immune systems are still developing.
Continue reading...
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How did Canada end up with worse air quality than the US?



03/19/2024 - 12:08



Year of devastating wildfires meant Canadians were breathing worse air than southern neighbours for first time ever
Canada’s pristine air quality has been long praised by its citizens and prized by its government. But the thick plumes of smoke and miles of haze released by a record-breaking season of wildfires deteriorated the country’s air so much that it has fallen behind the United States for the first time on record, highlighting the wide-ranging and damaging effects of the blazes.
In its sixth annual World Air Quality report released on Tuesday, the Switzerland-based IQAir found overall air quality in Canada was worse than its southern neighbour. Of the 15 most polluted cities in the two countries, 14 were in Canada. Overall, Canada and the United States were ranked 93 and 102 for their air quality (Bangladesh, at No 1 was the most polluted).
Continue reading...
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Labour to make fighting global heating a priority for Bank of England



03/19/2024 - 12:00



Shadow chancellor to use annual Mais lecture to set out plans to green the economy if party wins election
A Labour government will make fighting global heating a priority for the Bank of England as it seeks to put environmental sustainability at the heart of its plans to grow the economy, Rachel Reeves is to announce.
The shadow chancellor will say in a speech in London on Tuesday evening that if Labour wins the general election she will reverse Jeremy Hunt’s decision last year to downgrade the emphasis on the climate crisis in Threadneedle Street’s main objectives.
Continue reading...
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Wildlife experts capture 500lb of mating Burmese pythons in Florida



03/19/2024 - 11:41



Catch of 11 snakes after discovery of two ‘mating balls’ adds to total of 34,000lbs of pythons captured in one part of state since 2013
Wildlife experts in Florida recently captured 500lb worth of Burmese pythons after finding two large snake “mating balls” in the south-west of the state, as part of a continued effort to prevent the non-native species from harming Floridian wildlife.
The catch of a total of 11 pythons was a record for the Conservancy of Southwest Florida (CSWF), the Miami Herald reported – and it adds to the total of 34,000lb of pythons captured in that part of the state since 2013.
Continue reading...
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